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Level 3—Set C (Front)

enhanced 
interrogation 
techniques

methods of  
torture

economic  
collapse

economic 
downturn

gender  
wage gap

gender wage 
difference

wife/husband
spouse or  

partner

exploit leverage eccentric bizarre

poor underprivileged environmentalist tree hugger

job career selective picky

lady chick deviant nonconformist
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Level 3—Set C (Back)

bad financial conditions 
in a society (such as 
depression or high 

rates of unemployment 
and bankruptcy)

bad financial conditions 
in a society (such as 
depression or high 

rates of unemployment 
and bankruptcy)

painful procedures 
performed on  

prisoners to force  
them to reveal 

information

painful procedures 
performed on  

prisoners to force  
them to reveal 

information

someone in a  
marriage or  

partnership with  
at least one 

other person

someone in a  
marriage or  

partnership with  
at least one 

other person

the fact that men 
are generally paid 

more money at 
work than women

the fact that men 
are generally paid 

more money at 
work than women

strange or unusual 
(describes a  

person’s behavior)

strange or unusual 
(describes a  

person’s behavior)

to use something—
or someone—to 
your advantage

to use something—
or someone—to 
your advantage

someone who 
advocates for 

protecting the Earth

someone who 
advocates for 

protecting the Earth

not making enough 
money to live 

comfortably or 
easily in society

not making enough 
money to live 

comfortably or 
easily in society

very particular  
about small details

very particular  
about small details

an occupation; 
what someone does 

to earn money

an occupation; 
what someone does 

to earn money

someone whose 
behavior is not 

considered “normal”  
by society’s  
standards 

someone whose 
behavior is not 

considered “normal”  
by society’s  
standards 

a woman a woman
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